TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
You can ‘Ask for Help from’ the Host
A countdown timer will be visible to help you stay on track
Be aware of your room number (if the internet cuts out, this will help you get back to your room)

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
☐ Participants are invited to turn on video, but it is not mandatory
☐ Participate in the activity and contribute to the discussion. There is not a group leader so please jump right in!
☐ Be aware of time and help ensure everyone has an opportunity to contribute

ACTIVITY #1 WORKVIEW DEBRIEF
WORKVIEW INSTRUCTIONS
- Each participant to read their workview, JUST READ, no context!
- Any person not speaking is to be a “listener” (jot down notes about your observations, what you hear)
- After each workview is read, 2 participants will share their observations
- Participants can PASS (if not comfortable or not ready to read their workview)
- Move quickly (max of 90 sec per person) – keep time

When not speaking, please take notes/listen for:
1. When did the reader seem most authentic/joyful/passionate?
2. What stood out to you about their workview?

Invite feedback from 2 listeners after each workview is shared.

GENERAL DEBRIEF (IF TIME PERMITS)
Please answer one of the following:
1. How was writing this up?
2. What tensions/tradeoffs came up between different elements of your workviews?
3. Did you hear things in other workviews you’d like to incorporate into yours?
4. How was it to be listened to? Were the listeners’ observations helpful?